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:َAbstract Comparative examination of face of Mistress in Persian Literature and
Folkiore Songs. (On the basis of Saadi’s Sonnets and Hosein Koohi’s 700 Songs) Both
classic literature and Folklore literature are important kinds of literature. Lyric
literature is the old period Persain poems called Classic or Traditional Literature in
which there are a lot of speeches about love, falling in love and mistress. In addition
to this kind of literature, another kind has grown which is called Folklore Literature.
The important feature of this literature is that it does not have the greatness and
heaviness of Classic literature and their creators are not specified. In one word, it is
the literature of folklore people. The main question of this research is “How mistress
in classic literature differentiates mistress in folklore literature”. The field of this
research is Sonnets-e-Saadi and 700 Songs of Koohi Kermani. The research method is
analytical-descriptive, and it is being tried to extract and classify all feature of
mistress both works. The results of the research shows the mistress of classic
literature in Saadi’s and Hafez’s poems etc has high position and ethereal appearance
and is not touchable for all people, even her name, life place, her dresses’ colors and
the other features are not specified. On the other hand, the mistress of Folklore
literature works in a garden, she walks in front of people in cloths with clear color
and texture. Her parents and home are specified and in a word the mistress is
available and in a lower place.
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